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Local Digital Fund
https://localdigital.gov.uk/fund



MHCLG

£7.5 million
Exemplar projects
Capability building



Who can bid?



MHCLG

English LAs
Central government departments



Our offer
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A common problem
Up to £80,000
Outputs

Business/benefits case
User research
Conclusion or proposal



MHCLG

Solution development 
Up to £100,000
Outputs

Business/benefits
User research
Accessible product
Conclusion or proposal
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Capability
Delivery skill training for ‘front line 
local digital’ staff
Leadership training



MHCLG

Local Digital Collaboration Unit
Support co-signatories deliver on 
the declaration ambition
Partner in creating the tools and 
conditions for reform



Exemplar project 
aims
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Delivers savings and better outcomes
Scalable
Produce reusable outputs
Aligned with the Declaration
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Bidding process



MHCLG

Round 1- Discovery and Alpha

Expression of interest
Full application



MHCLG

Timeline for round 1 projects

Expression of 
interest 
Councils submit EOI 
individually or as a group

24 Sept to 5 Oct 2018

Collaborative 
project matching
MHCLG match up 
proposals aiming to solve 

8 to 12 Oct 2018

Application
Councils submit
Applications

15 Oct to 18 Nov 
2018

Bid winners 
announced
MHCLG announce 
Winners

Early December 2018

Project Stage 
completion
Councils present 
findings and bid for 
next stage
End Mar 2019 onwards 

Project Delivery
Councils deliver 
Discovery / Alpha 
projects

Dec 2018 to Mar 2019

Declaration
Applicants signed 
local digital 
declaration

18 Nov 2018



Full application 
bidding criteria
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Signed the Declaration
Service delivered by 20+ organisations
Project is adequately resourced
2+ LAs will contribute
Senior support
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Collaboration 
exercise
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Step 1 - join a project group
Step 2 - take an EOI form and start 
filling it out
Step 3 - fill it out fully throughout the 
day



MHCLG

Find us at Stand 5
Reserve a slot for our second session



#LocalDigital
@LDgovUK



Sign the 
declaration
https://localdigital.gov.uk/sign
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Title
Partners
Mission
Impact
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Principle 1: Redesign our services 
around the needs of the people 
using them



Principle 2: ‘Fix our plumbing’ to 
break our dependence on inflexible 
and expensive technology, that 
doesn’t join up effectively



Principle 3: Design safe, secure and 
useful ways of sharing information 
to build trust



Principle 4: Demonstrate digital 
leadership, creating the conditions 
for organisational transformation



Principle 5: Work in the open to 
share experience, join together and 
expect digital ways of working from 
all



MHCLG

Beta 
● Build and implementation ‘a real iteration’ of Alpha
● Up to £350,000 per project
● Outputs

○ Business case/benefits case
○ User research
○ Accessible product/service with instructions to 

implement



MHCLG

Amplify 
● Helping cohorts of councils adopt a common solution(s) 

(Beta)
● Up to £700,000



Assessment Criteria Weighting

Proposals must demonstrate how they meet the principles outlined in the Local Digital 
Declaration: https://localdigital.gov.uk/declaration/ 

15

Must demonstrate the potential for savings and improvements for service users or operators 20

Evidence that the most relevant senior stakeholder will support the project being proposed 10

Likelihood of using agile principles including ‘working out loud’ and working in the open 10

Ability to deliver shearable collateral/outputs e.g.  user research, service design patterns, 
standards, guidance, business cases, or other digital products

15

Likelihood of wider adoption (how your proposed outputs can be scaled across the local 
government sector)

15

Likelihood of procuring and delivering to schedule 15

https://localdigital.gov.uk/declaration/


Q&A discussion



sample


